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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Ellen R. (ed). 2011. (paper back edition) Modern crises and traditional strategies: Local ecological knowledge in island Southeast Asia. Vol. 6. Studies in environmental anthropology and ethnobiology. New York
and Oxford: Berghahn Books. ISBN 9780857451453. USD 34.95. Paperbound, 272 p., maps, figures, b/w
photographs, index.
The focal issues addressed in this volume are the creation, erosion and transmission of ecological knowledge and the hybridizing of traditional and science-based knowledge, particularly in populations confronting environmental stress, political instability and conflict, and various kinds of economic of hazard. The
ways in which traditional knowledge has contributed to enabling local populations to cope with the various
kinds of insecurity that arise from such problems is also examined. The volume consists of 10 articles.

Harris M. (ed). 2007. Ways of knowing: New approaches in the anthropology of experience and learning. Vol. 18 Methodology and history of anthropology. New York and Oxford: Berghahn Books. ISBN
9781845453640. USD 90.00. Hardbound, 340 p. b/w photographs, index.
The essays in this volume examine how “humans come to know themselves and their world. By going
beyond the notion that a way of knowing is a perspective on the world, this book explores paths to understanding, as people travel along them, craft their knowledge and shape experience.” The book is divided
into four parts, and consists of an introduction, “Ways of knowing” by the editor plus 14 articles.

Marchand T.HJ. (ed). 2010. Making knowledge: Explorations of the indissoluble relation between
mind, body and environment. Chichester, U.K.: Wiley-Blackwell-Royal Anthropological Institute. ISBN
9781444338928. USD 34.95. Paperbound, 201 p.; colour photographs, index.
Lowenhaupt Tsing A. 2005. FRICTION: An ethnography of global connection. Princeton and Oxford:
Princeton University Press. ISBN 0-691-12065-X. USD 32.50. Paperbound, 321 p.; notes, references, index.
This is an exposition of ethnographic reporting on the destruction of Kalimantan rain forests and local
attempts at resistance that in addition, advances an original perspective on the role of global capital. This
book is an engrossing “read” because in addition to revealing an engrossing and moving “story”, it is an
important and original work that defines a new field in ethnography. The volume is divided into three parts
and seven chapters.
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